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1. Introduction
The Higgs boson is still at large under all present serious eorts in searching for it. The
present lower limit on the standard model (SM) Higgs boson is 114.1 GeV at 95% C.L. from
LEP Collaborations [1]. The limit on the light neutral-scalar Higgs boson of the minimal
supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) is 91.0 GeV [2]. It starts to push into the region
that is not so favored by the electroweak precision measurements [3]. Experimenters should
also search for the Higgs-boson signals other than the usual SM or MSSM Higgs bosons.
Models with more than one Higgs doublet often predict the existence of charged-Higgs
bosons, which may be singly-, doubly, or even triply-charged. One particularly interesting
channel to look for a charged-Higgs boson is via its coupling to WZ. The reason behind




Z, the Higgs boson must belong to
a Higgs structure more complicated than just doublets (e.g., in MSSM with two Higgs




Z coupling.) A triplet representation is a typical
example of this kind.










Z coupling in the Lagrangian is due to the hypercharge (Y ) and weak-isospin
assignments of the Higgs representations introduced in the model. In addition, in multi-





out to be rather small, of the order of 10
 2









Z coupling is an indicator of triplet or higher Higgs representations beyond





would be a test for new physics beyond Higgs-doublet models.




colliders in dierentiating the charged-
Higgs bosons of a triplet from a doublet representation had been studied in Refs. [6,
7, 8]. Here we attempt to search for such a singly-charged Higgs boson of the triplet
{ 1 {
representation at hadron colliders, with emphasis on the Run II at the Tevatron. Note that
the complex-triplet representations also predict a doubly-charged Higgs boson (i.e. H
++
),
which couples to a pair of same-charged leptons. Studies of this signature had been done
in Ref. [9] for H
++







colliders, and in Ref. [11] for doubly-charged Higgs pair production at photon colliders.
The organization is as follows. In the next section, we briey describe a viable model of
Higgs-triplet representation. In Sec. III, we highlight some current bounds on this model.
In Sec. IV, we calculate the associated production of the charged-Higgs boson with a W
or Z boson, and discuss the possible signatures over the backgrounds. We conclude in Sec.
V.
2. The Model
Here we consider the triplet-Higgs model by Galison [12], and by Georgi and Machacek [13].
They introduced more than one Higgs-triplet eld into the model and imposed an SU(2)
custodial symmetry on the vacuum expectation values and hypercharges of the Higgs mul-
tiplets to ensure  = 1 at tree level. Stability conditions of the SU(2) custodial symmetry
in the Higgs potential under higher-order quantum corrections were further analyzed by
Chanowitz and Golden [14]. The model consists of a SM Y = 1 complex doublet , plus









































































 are the covariant derivatives taking into account the SU(2) in 2 2
and 3  3 representations, respectively. In order to preserve  = 1, a custodial SU(2)
R





symmetry. In particular, the tree-level invariance of the gauge-boson mass terms
under this custodial SU(2)
R

























































is the doublet-triplet mixing angle.
{ 2 {
By absorbing the Goldstone bosons the W and Z bosons acquire masses given by
m
W








. The original number of degrees of freedom in the
Higgs sector is 13 (1 complex doublet, 1 real triplet, and 1 complex triplet). Therefore,
after 3 degrees of freedom become the longitudinal components of the gauge bosons, there
























































































































These Higgs elds can also mix. However, if the custodial SU(2) symmetry is preserved in
the Higgs potential, the ve-plet and three-plet will not mix with each other or with the
singlets. The only possible mixing is between the two singlets. For simplicity we assume
no further mixing of the above states and so they are the physical Higgs states.
Phenomenology is mainly determined by the Higgs couplings to fermions and gauge
bosons. Recalling that the standard Yukawa coupling is via the doublet-Higgs elds to
the fermion-antifermion pair, the coupling of a Higgs state to a fermion-antifermion pair






















have fermionic couplings. On
the other hand, H
3
has no tree-level coupling to gauge bosons while all the others have.






absent in all Higgs-doublet models. The observation of such a coupling necessarily signals
a Higgs structure more complicated than doublets. This is the main motivation of the
present work.























where g is the usual SU(2)
L














at tree-level, and 
w




















































































































































, which depends crucially on the details of the Higgs
potential. Therefore, in general H
+
5

















of which may be o-shell because of kinematics. (Note that all ve members of the ve-plet
are of the same mass because of the custodial SU(2) symmetry, and so are the three mem-




members of the ve-plet.) Our main interest is the W
+




can be achieved by some not-so-ne tuning of the parameters of the model. The simplest
approach is to make three-plet heavier than the ve-plet. The masses for the ve-plet and


















































decays dominantly into W
+
Z.




1:5. In the next section, we shall highlight the existing limits
on tan 
H
, and we shall see that such a tan 
H
range is still allowed.
On the other hand, if tan 
H
































changes somewhat [17]. An exhaustive list of the Feynman rules containing all the
Higgs particles involved in this model can be found in Ref. [15].
3. Review of bounds on tan 
H











mixing, and the ratio of b! u to b! c decays:
for a summary see Refs. [15, 18]. The strongest bound comes from the Z ! b

b vertex with
the charged-Higgs boson in the loop [19, 20, 18]. Note that if the Higgs potential satises
the custodial SU(2) symmetry, which is preferred in order to fulll  = 1, the ve-plet and
the three-plet do not mix, and thus only the three-plet couples to the fermion-antifermion





. In general, when M
H
3
gets larger, the bound on tan 
H




be larger than about 1 TeV, otherwise, the longitudinal-W -boson scattering becomes so
strong that unitarity would be violated. We are going to summarize the existing bounds.






mixing, and the ratio of b! u to b! c





1 TeV with tan 
H





which took into account reasonable variations on hadronic uncertainties. Reference [21]
rened the analysis on meson mixings and obtained the bound tan 
H




= 100  500 GeV. These three ranges are for dierent hadronic inputs and
CKM phases. Despite all these bounds the strongest comes from Z ! b

b vertex [19, 20, 18].







1 TeV. An NLO
{ 4 {
analysis in MSSM [20] obtained tan  > 1:8; 1:4; 1:0 for M
H
+
= 85; 200; 425 GeV, which
are equivalent to tan 
H
< 0:555; 0:71; 1. The most updated analysis comes from Haber




0:5; 1; 1:7 for M
H
3
= 0:1; 0:5; 1 TeV.
Our main interest is the W
+
Z decay mode of H
+
5




to be very heavy (
<
































is needed to makeM
H
5





from current experiments. In the following, we choose tan 
H
= 1  2 as typical
inputs and we are interested in M
H
5
= 100  200 GeV for an observable cross section at
the Tevatron.
4. Production at the Tevatron















































We have included the charged-conjugated processes in our analysis. The rst two processes
are the Higgs-bremsstrahlung o the W or Z, while the last one is the WZ fusion. The
last process is sub-dominant at the energy of the Tevatron, but will dominate at the LHC
instead [17]. For the present work, we shall ignore the last process in our study.
































































































































, and (x; y; z) = (x y z)
2
 4yz.
The subprocess cross sections are then convoluted with the parton distribution func-
tions to obtain the total production cross sections. Throughout our analysis we use the

















(b) as a function of M
H
5
for three choices of
tan 
H
= 0:5; 1:5, and 5. The cross section increases substantially from tan 
H
= 0:5 to
1:5, but only slightly from tan 
H
= 1:5 to 5. This can be easily understood by the explicit
dependence on sin 
H
, as shown in Eq. (4.4).
{ 5 {
The next concern in our analysis is the decay channels and various backgrounds. Since
the number of combinations in the decays are quite complicated, we will demonstrate with
the best decay channel and the corresponding backgrounds.
Since we are mainly interested in the W
+
Z decay mode of H
+
5
and we want to have a




















Z with a 100% branching ratio, which is made possible




of Eq. (2.7). The combined branching ratio for
the channel in Eq. (4.5) is about 0:7 0:068 = 0:048, which takes into account both the
electron and muon modes of the Z decay. The branching ratio would increase if we chose
the hadronic mode of the Z, but it would make the jet combinatorics too complicated for
a clean reconstruction. The decay mode of the associated W or Z boson can be either
























































where \*" denotes an oshell vector boson. These channels result in 3`+2j+ 6E
T
, 2`+4j,















processes. Thus, before imposing any cuts, these backgrounds are already







at the 2 TeV Tevatron are 6:2, 1:6 and 0:6 fb, respectively. We therefore do not impose
specic cuts to suppress these backgrounds, except for the selection cuts for leptons and
jets.
Other reducible backgrounds includeW+jets, Z+jets,WW+jets, ZZ+jets, andWZ+jets





processes whose cross sections can be, in princi-
ple, larger than the signal cross sections. However, they can be reduced substantially by
imposing a transverse momentum (p
T
) cut on the jets and by requiring a pair of the jets




decay have a relatively much larger p
T







which are already suppressed relative to the signal.

















for jets. We impose the following selection cuts on leptons and jets [25]
p
T
(`) > 10 GeV ;
p
T
(j) > 15 GeV ;
j
`
j < 2:5 ;
j
j









> 20 GeV when considering W ! ` :
From the above discussion we see that the nal state of the signal consists of 3`+2j+ 6
E
T
, 2`+ 4j, or 4`+ 2j. Let us rst concentrate on the 2`+ 4j mode because of its largest
branching ratio. We shall comment on the other two modes later. In the 2` + 4j mode,




the following procedures to select the right combination.















j < 10 GeV ; (4.11)
where the 2j can come from a W or a Z boson while 2` can only come from the Z boson.
It could happen that more than one jet or lepton pair satisfy Eq. (4.11). In this case,
we choose the pair that has a higher transverse momentum p
T
, because we expect that
the associated W or Z boson has a higher p
T




illustration we show in Fig. 2 the normalized transverse momentum distributions for the








production. From the gure
it is easy to see that when we select the reconstructed vector boson with a higher transverse
momentum, we are more likely to pick the correct associated vector boson. Once we select
the correct associated vector boson, we can then reconstruct the invariant mass of the other
particles in the nal state to form the H
+
5
. In Fig. 3, we show both the theoretical H
+
5
mass peaks and the peaks formed by the above procedures. It is clear that our procedures
can select the right combination most of the time.
We apply exactly the same procedures to the backgrounds. In the backgrounds, all
three vector bosons are on equal footing. Our reconstruction procedures will not select any
particular one. The reconstructed spectrum of jj`` would not show any peak structures but




masses. The background spectrum includes contributions from WWZ;ZWZ,








in the signal. It
{ 7 {
is obvious that the background is almost negligible under the Higgs peaks. Therefore, the
criteria for a discovery of H
+
5
depends crucially on the number of signal events. We require
a minimum of 5 events for the evidence of existence. In Table 1, we show the signal cross








in the 2`+ 4j mode. Given an integrated
luminosity of 20 fb
 1








 100 GeV is small because
of the p
T
cuts on the leptons and jets that decay from the H
+
5
. The heavier the Higgs
boson the larger is the p
T
of its decay products.
5. conclusions
The spectacular signal of the existence of H

5










) for a clean reconstruction of the WZ pair. Had we chosen the
4j mode, it would have been very diÆcult to be identied as a WZ pair. The 2` + 4j
nal state gives an interesting level of signal event rates with a negligible background. A
minimum requirement of 5 signal events allows the possible evidence of existence of H

5
between 110 and 200 GeV.
In our analysis, we have not taken into account the QCD corrections to the signal and
backgrounds. The QCD correction to the standard model V H production was known to
be about 40% at the Tevatron [26]. We expect about the same enhancement to the V H

5
and V V V production as the QCD correction is independent of the nal states. Therefore,
the observability of the H

5
signal improves, may be up to about 210 GeV.










)(``), might be mimicked by the SM Higgs
signal, H
SM
! ZZ ! (qq)(``). Nevertheless, the mass reconstruction of the W boson can
help us to distinguish the triplet-Higgs signal from the SM one. The jet resolution given
in Eq. (4.10) is good enough to provide a reasonable W -boson identication. Suppose the
W boson decays into 2 jets, each of which has an energy about 50 GeV. According to Eq.
(4.10), the E of each jet is then about 6 GeV. Thus, the M
jj
mass resolution is about
8.5 GeV, which is better than the mass dierence between the W and the Z bosons.
The other two decay modes 3`+ 2j+ 6E
T
and 4`+ 2j would result in an even smaller






Z)! (`)(jjjj) mode suers from immense background from t

t production.
In our analysis, the background estimation is based on the on-shell production approx-
imation. If we had taken the vector bosons o-shell, there would have been a small tail
at the small invariant mass region in the background curve in Fig. 4. However, this tail
is suppressed by 
w
relative to the on-shell production. Thus, it is negligible compared to
the Higgs signal peaks.
There are other continuum backgrounds that we have not taken into account, e.g.,
V V+jets and V+jets. We believe that they are suppressed, as we have mentioned earlier,




There are some estimates of V V +jets background in MadEvents [27], but we used dierent cuts.
{ 8 {
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in the 2` + 4j mode. Cuts and
branching ratios have already been included in the cross sections. Event rates are also shown for























) (fb) Signal events
100 0.05 0.08 0.13 2.6
110 0.15 0.22 0.37 7.4
120 0.22 0.30 0.51 10
140 0.25 0.35 0.60 12
160 0.20 0.29 0.50 10
180 0.14 0.25 0.38 7.6
200 0.09 0.16 0.25 5.0































































= 0:5; 1:5; 5 at
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dσ / d Mjjll (fb / GeV)
M
jjll
 (GeV)
MH5= 150 (GeV)
MH5= 200 (GeV)
MH5= 100 (GeV)
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